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Abstract
For reasons of cost and ease of implementation, mail surveys are more
frequently used for social research than are either telephone or face-to-face
interviews. In this chapter, the last two decades of research aimedat improving mail survey methodsare examined. Discussion of this research is organized around progress madein overcomingfour important sources of error:
sampling, noncoverage, measurement, and nonresponse. Progress has been
especially great in improving response rates as a meansof reducing nonresponse error. Significant progress has also been made in finding meansof
overcomingmeasurementerror. Because mail surveys generally present few,
if any, special samplingerror problems,little research in this area has been
conducted. The lack of research on noncoverageissues is a major deficiency
in research to date, and noncoverage error presents the most significant
impedimentto the increased use of mail surveys. The 1990s are likely to see
increased research on mail surveys, as efforts are madeto incorporate mail
into cost-effective mixedmodedesigns.
INTRODUCTION
Moresample surveys are done by mail than by any other survey method. An
examination of all federal surveys approvedby the USOffice of Management
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and Budgetand active in August1981revealed that~nearly 8 out of 10 utilized
self-administered questionnaires. Of these 2137 surveys 69%were conducted
solely by self-administered procedures, versus 2.2%solely by telephone, and
9.4% solely by face-to-face interviews. An additional 11%involved selfadministered questionnaires in combination with one of the other methods.
The report concluded that at least 90%of those categorized as selfadministered surveys were implementedby using mail procedures (US Office
of Managementand Budget 1984).
Twomajor reasons for the extensive use of mail survey methodsare, first,
there is the muchlower cost tbr completingthem; second, procedures tbr mail
surveys are often deemedsimple enough that individuals and organizations
conduct their ownrather than relying uponsurvey research organizations. If
viewedfrom the standpoint of large-scale general public surveys done through
national survey organizations, there is little doubt that telephone surveys are
nowthe nation’s most used methodfor large-scale general public surveys.
However,whensurveys of all populations, including those implementedby
professors, graduate students, government,schools, and businesses, as well
as the national survey organizations are included, the prevalence of mail
survey procedures is evident.
The literature on mail survey methodsis voluminous.A bibliography in the
mid-1970son research to improve mail survey procedures included nearly
250 entries (Dillman 1978). A morerecent bibliography, including only items
publishedsince 1970, compiledin preparation for the writing of this chapter,
included more than 400 entries (Dillman & Sangster 1990).
Our purpose here is selectively and critically to review major developments
in the design and administration of mail surveys during the last two decades,
as they are conveyedby this literature. Importantissues for future research are
also identified.
Muchbut by no means all of the literature has been authored by sociologists. Sociologyis only one of manydisciplines that dependon data collected
by mail surveys for the scientific advancementof the discipline. Statistics,
psychology, marketing research, economics, and the various health sciences
are disciplines in whichresearch efforts to improvemail survey methodsare
regularly conducted and reported. In this review we are less concerned with
the origin of particular research than its relevance to improvingthe quality and
quantity of response to mail surveys, and in particular to resolving the major
error issues. To these issues we nowturn.
PERSPECTIVE

TAKEN IN

THIS

REVIEW

The sample survey is distinguished from other research methodsfrequently
used by sociologists by its ability to estimate quantitatively the distribution of
a characteristic in a population, and to accomplishthis by obtaining informa-
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tion (answers to questions) from only a small proportion of that population,
usually a few hundred or thousand. Thus, one can learn from a sample survey
such things as what percent of a city’s residents ownthe homein whichthey
live, what proportion of state governmentemployeesare satisfied with their
jobs, and the extent to whichresidents of large cities have greater fear of
crime than do residents of small cities.
To generalize the results for the sampleto the population from whichit is
drawn, one must normally contend with at least four potential sources of
error, any one of which may make the survey results unacceptable. These
sources of error include: (a) sampling error, (b) noncoverage error,
nonresponse error, and (d) measurementerror (Groves 1989). Efforts to
quality mail, or for that matter telephoneor face-to-face, surveys require that
we attempt to eliminate, or at least reduce, all four types of error. Eachkind
of error describes a reason for the discrepancybetweenthe population attribute measured and the estimate derived from the sample survey.
Sampling error results from heterogeneity on the survey measures among
membersof the population. It is attributable to the fact that certain members
of the population are deliberately excluded by selection of the subset of
membersfor which responses were obtained. In practice, sampling error is
mostly a reflection of the numberof respondents surveyed and provides the
basis for statements that one frequently hears such as, "This randomlydrawn
sampleof 400 respondentsprovides results that are accurate within 5 percentage points." In general, quadrupling sample size decreases sampling error by
one half. Samplingerror is the aspect of survey quality examinedthrough
inferential statistics applied to samplesurvey results, from whichconclusions
about significant differences in the population are obtained.
The principles for samplingwere, for the most part, developedearly in this
century. Theyhave presented particular challenges for face-to-face interviews
where multistage cluster designs are typically used to reduce costs, and for
telephone procedureswheremethodsfor efficiently selecting randomdigits to
access householdshad to be developed.Mail surveys typically rely on lists for
which simple randomor simple systematic sampling procedures are used so
that very little research on ways of reducing samplingerror in mail surveys
has been done. For this reason, samplingerror receives little attention in this
paper.
Noncoverageerror arises because somemembersof the population are not
covered by the sampling frame and therefore have no chance of being selected
into the sample. Reducingthis source of error is an important research topic
for mail surveys. Noncoverageerror is one of the major reasons that mail
surveys have not been as useful as desired in surveying the general public.
Because of the small amountof mail survey research in this area we shall
consider it only briefly, although in an important way, in this paper.
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Nonresponseerror stems from the fact that some of the membersof the
sample pop.ulation do not respond to the survey questions. The vast majority
of research on improving mail survey methodshas focused on response rates,
the generally accepted indicator of nonresponse error. This near singular
focus on response rates as a meansof improvingresults to mail surveys occurs
because low response has long been considered the major problem of mail
surveys. Just as important, however,is the perception fostered by muchof the
literature that such research could be successful in identifying means of
improvingresponse rates, in contrast to the limited opportunities for overcoming noncoverageerror. Thus, nonresponse error is the major focus of this
paper.
Measurementerror refers to the discrepancy between underlying, unobserved variables (whether opinions, behaviors, or attributes) and the
observed survey responses. Whereasthe three preceding types of error (sampling, noncoverage, and nonresponse) stem from nonobservation, measurement error results from the process of observation. In practical terms,
measurement
error results from respondentcharacteristics, e.g. their inability
to provide accurate information or a motivation for whatever reason to
provide inaccurate information. Measurementerror may also result from
characteristics of the question (e.g. a question phrased so that it cannot be
answeredcorrectly) or of the questionnaire, (e.g. the order in whichquestions
are presented).
In recent years, there has been a great deal of interest in mixed mode
surveys, i.e. data collected by two or more methods for a single survey
purpose (Dillman &Tamai1988). This interest, propelled by rising costs and
a recognition that different membersof a single householdmaybe accessible
to one methodbut not another, forces an explicit recognition of the survey
modeitself as a source of measurementerror. The fact that mail surveys
depend upon visual communication and the ability of people to read and
write, that telephone surveys depend on aural communication, and that
face-to-face interviews mayinvolve all of the senses raises the specter of
different methodsproducing different results. Thus, it should not comeas a
surprise that measurementerror is a rapidly expandingtopic of research for
mail as well as other types of surveys.
A good sample survey, by whatever method, is one in which all members
of a population have a knownopportunity to be sampled for inclusion in the
survey (noncoverageerror is avoided); the people to be surveyed are sampled
by randommethodsin sufficiently large numbersto provide a desired level of
precision (sampling survey error is limited); questions are selected and
phrased in ways that result in people providing accurate information
(measurementerror is avoided); and everyone whois included in the sample
responds (nonresponseerror is avoided). Seldomif ever does a samplesurvey
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accomplish all of these goals. However,this multifaceted concern becomesa
standard by which progress in the developmentof mail survey methodscan be
measured.
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REDUCING

NONRESPONSE

ERROR

A low response rate does not necessarily entail nonresponse error, i.e. a
discrepancy between the frequency of a population characteristic and that
estimated by the survey that occurs because some people did not respond.
Those who respond to a survey may not differ in any measurable way from
those who do respond. However, the usual reason that surveys are commissioned is that the distribution of certain population characteristics is
unknownand a survey becomesthe tool to find out the distribution of those
characteristics. Thus, it is usually impossible to comparerespondents with
nonrespondents on precisely those variables of most survey interest. For
populations in whicha few characteristics of the completedsampleare known
(e.g. grades and age for a student sample), limited respondent-nonrespondent
comparisons can sometimes be made. However, even when one can be
confident that no differences exist on these variables, one still does not know
whetherdifferences exist on those variables of interest that led to the decision
to conduct the survey. It is for this reason that response rate has de facto
becomethe accepted proxy for nonresponseerror. The general assumption is
that the higher the responserate the lower the potential of nonresponseerror
and therefore the better the survey.
Lowresponse rate, more than any other issue, has given mail surveys a
poor image amongsocial researchers. Prior to the 1970s, mail surveys were
generally seen as producingresponse rates unacceptablefor serious sociological research (Dillman1978). Thus, it is not surprising that the vast majority
mail survey research has, and continues to be, focused on this issue.
The research literature is dominatedby hundreds of tests of specific procedures and techniques for improving response rates, typically manipulated
one or two at a time. Examples of techniques tested include: financial
incentives, material incentives (e.g. ballpoint pens), follow-up reminders,
timing of follow-ups, personalization of correspondence, anonymityof response, questionnaire layout, questionnaire length, color of questionnaire,
type of outgoing postage, type of return postage, content of cover letter,
source of survey sponsorship, and higher rate of postage (for example, see
Dillman 1978).
Most such articles are in themselves quite limited in what can be learned
about howto improveresponse rates. Studies differ dramatically with respect
to the population that is surveyed, topic, length of questionnaire, and especially procedures other than the test procedures used to achieve a higher
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response rate. Thus, whenone learns that prior notice is found to increase
response rate in a survey in whichno follow-up is used, it is impossible to
deduce what would happen if several follow-ups (now, a generally accepted
procedure)were to be employed.Also, if one finds that the color of stationery
increases responses from 25%to 30%,still quite a low final response rate,
one is left wonderingwhether such a difference would also be observed if
additional follow-ups, personalized correspondence, or other techniques were
used. Wouldthese results be replicated with at least a 50%responserate in the
control group? To put it another way, woulda technique that was found to
makea difference in conditions that led to a low response rate work less
effectively under conditions that led to a higher response rate?
The last two decades have witnessedthree distinctively different efforts to
movebeyondthe limitations of these individual studies. Each effort attempts
to assess results froma large numberof previous efforts and to ascertain how
response rates can be improved.Welabel these efforts here as (a) subjective
assessments, (b) quantitative assessments, and (c) design of comprehensive
systems.
Subjective

Assessments

In 1961, Christopher Scott reported a lengthy and detailed comprehensive
review of existing research, intended to reach conclusions about which techniques could be reasonably expected to improve response rates and which
could not. His major conclusion was that follow-up mailings were most
effective, a finding reaffirmed by every comprehensiveliterature review since
that time. Other factors judged by Scott to makea positive difference included
prior notice, financial incentives, special postage, sponsorship, stampson the
return envelope, personalization, and interest in the survey topic (see Table
1). Morethan a decade later, Linsky(1975), in another exhaustive review
the literature, reaffirmed the importanceof all but one of thes~ considerations
("interest in the topic" was not included in the review). Similar conclusions
were reached by Kanuck& Berensen(1975), in a review that focused in large
part on research conducted in the marketing research tradition, and Duncan
(1979) in a review that emphasized managementresearch. Techniques
study characteristics that did not makea difference, according one or moreof
these reviews, included nature of the questionnaire, deadline date, promiseof
anonymity,nature of the cover letter, and questionnaire length.
Anotherreview, limited to the use of financial incentives, sought to specify
the nature of incentives that workedbest (Armstrong1975). Only prepaid (as
opposed to postpaid) monetary incentives appeared consistently to make
difference, and in general, nonresponse was reduced by about one third
throughtheir use. Perhapsthe moststriking finding of these studies is that on
virtually every topic (with the possible exceptions of follow-ups and financial
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incentives), contradictory findings existed that could not be easily dismissed
as the result of differences in study designs.
Althoughthese studies each madean important contribution to assessing
systematically the relative importanceof various factors influencing response
rate, their conclusions were necessarily limited by the author’s subjective
assessment of effects. In addition, each represented only a compilation of
findings fromprevious literature; there wasno effort to integrate themtheoretically to determine whichelements should be combinedin what way to obtain
the highest possible response rate. The limitations of this approach are
explicitly stated in a quite recent review by Harvey (1987) done in this
tradition. He reaffirms the importance of precontact, stamped return envelopes, follow-ups, and economicincentives but concludes that very different factors maybe at workin different situations and that these are probably
not stable across populations.
Quantitative

Assessments

In 1978, Heberlein & Baumgartner published an innovative, quantitative
assessment of procedures used in previous mail survey research. Twohundred
forty (240) manipulations applied to 98 mail survey experimentswere treated
as if they were respondentsto a survey. Seventy-onecharacteristics of each of
these "respondents," i.e. surveys, were coded; they included four general
category characteristics: (a) research study attributes (e.g. type of sponsoring
research organization); (b) samplingand samplecharacteristics (e.g. type
population such as students or government employees); (c) questionnaire
characteristics (e.g. salience of topic); and (d) research procedures(e.g.
special third contact). These researchers then used a regression analysis
procedure to predict final response rates, using the 71 characteristics as
independentvariables.
Heberlein &Baumgartnerfound that numberof contacts and salience of the
topic explained51%of the variation in the final response rate. A 10-variable
model, including these and other variables, predicted 66%of the variation in
the final response rate. The predictive variables included: market research,
SlJOnsorship,general population, and length (all negative effects); and government sponsorship, employeepopulation, school or army population, special
third contact, and incentive on the first contact (all positive effects).
Goyder(1982) replicated this study on an extended sample of 330 surveys
with similar results, except that the negative effect of marketresearch organization sponsorshipdisappeared. The negative effect of general population and
the positive effect of employeepopulation were also significantly less. Another replication by Eichner &Habbermehl(1981), utilizing studies from
Austria and West Germany,suggested potential cross-cultural differences.
A major contribution of these quantitative assessmentsis to focus attention
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squarely on structural constraints of doing surveys (e.g. sponsorship and
population to be surveyed). Prior to this time research had mostly focused on
identifying manipulableprocedures the might be shaped to improveresponse.
The identification of salience of topic as one of the most important determinants of response, along with the effects of structural constraints, madeit
clear that the potential for reducing nonresponseerror varies considerably
across types of surveys. Onelegacy of this modelis a quantitative meansfor
researchers to learn howresponse to a survey might be improved by making
particular changes (e.g. adding an incentive or cutting pages from the questionnaire), an idea eventually expandedfurther by Bruvold& Comer(1988).
Heberlein &Baumgartneralso added a new slant to response rate research by
attemptingto predict response to the initial mailing and then using that result
to predict overall response rate; this idea usefully separated sources of early
and late effects in the survey process.
Thesequantitative approachesalso exhibit certain unavoidablelimitations:
missingdata (becauseauthors of the original individual studies did not report
details on nonexperimentalfactors), and subjective decisions on howvariables such as salience were to be coded. The quantitative assessment technique is also limited in its ability to provide informationabout techniquesnot
tried or used in only a few past studies. Further, the analysis is empirically
driven, as is most of the past literature, so that the process of combining
techniques becomes mechanical, devoid of guidance from conceptions of
whypeople behave as respondents or nonrespondents. Finally, as generally
noted by the authors, regression analysis is not a substitute for a very large
factorial design in which manyvariables would simultaneously be manipulated.
Fox et al (1988) developeda somewhatdifferent quantitative assessment
past studies in an effort to overcomesomeof the limitations of the regression
analysis method. Their meta-analysis involved accumulatingstatistical evidence against a null hypothesis across individual studies to determine an
overall level of significance at which the hypothesis could be rejected. This
study was, in manyways, less ambitious than that of Heberlein &Baumgartner as only nine variables were tested. The six shownto be significant
included university sponsorship, prenotification by letter, postcard follow-up,
first-class outgoing postage, and questionnaire color (Table 1). In contrast,
notification of a cutoff date and a postscript to the letter werenot significant.
Someof their conclusions (e.g. questionnaire color) maybe questionable
because of the small numberof studies available for review. Armstrong&
Luske (1987) provide a similar meta-analysis with respect only to the use
postage and presumablyshowthat applying postage to a return letter (versus
business reply envelopes) makesa positive difference.
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Systems

Efforts to design comprehensivesystems with the explicit goal of maximizing
response rates represent a quite different approachto the problemof reducing
nonresponseerror. Thoughinformed by past research, such an approach does
not seek to summarize
it either statistically or qualitatively. Rather, an attempt
is madeto construct a system of proceduresand techniques that will maximize
response rate, in waysconsistent with obtaining quality responses,
An example of this approach is the Total Design Method(TDM)(Dillman
1972, 1978, 1983, Dillman et al 1974). The TDMutilizes social exchange
theory to guide the careful integration of specific proceduresand techniques,
manyof which were found important by both the subjective and quantitative
assessments just reviewed. The theoretical frameworkused in this approach
posits that questionnaire recipients are most likely to respond if they expect
that the perceived benefits of doing so will outweighthe perceived costs of
responding. Thus, every visible aspect of the questionnaire developmentand
survey implementationprocess is subjected to three design considerations: the
reduction of perceived costs (e.g. makingthe questionnaire appear easier and
less time-consumingto complete), increasing perceived rewards (e.g. making
the questionnaireitself interesting to fill out by addinginterest-getting questions), and increasing trust (e.g. by use of official stationery and sponsorship)
that the promised rewards will be realized (Dillman 1978, 1983).
Amongthe consequent TDMdesign recommendations are the following:
orderingquestions to assure that interesting ones related to the topic described
in the cover letter comefirst; use of graphical design and numerousquestionwriting principles to ease the task of reading and answeringquestions (e.g.
consistency in the use of large [capital or dark] letters and contrasting small
letters); printing the questionnairein a booklet formatwith a topically neutral
but interesting cover; use of photo reduction of regular sized type to make
pages seem smaller and easier to complete; use of four carefully spaced
mailings, including a postcard follow-up one weekafter the original mailing,
a replacement questionnaire and cover letter informing the recipient the
questionnaire has not yet beenreceived four weeksafter the original mailing,
and a secondreplacementquestionnaire and cover letter seven weeksafter the
first mailing, sent to nonrespondentsby certified mail; individually printed,
addressed, and signed letters; addresses printed onto envelopesrather than on
address labels; use of smaller than usual business stationery to reduce costs
and makethe entire request appear smaller and easier to complywith; cover
letter content that includes descriptions of the study’s social usefulness and
whythe respondent is important (repeated in different ways in each of the
subsequent mailings); explanation of identification numbersand how con-
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fidentiality is protected; folding of outgoingmaterials in a waythat contrasts
with advertising mail. Other details of the TDM,in particular howthey are
integrated to create a holistic effect, are described elsewhere(Dillman1978,
1983).
The major strength of the Total Design Methodas a comprehensivesystem
is that meticulously following the prescribed proceduresconsistently produces
high response rates for virtually all survey populations. Responserates typically reach 50-70% for general public surveys, and 60-80% for more
homogenous
groups wherelow education is not a characteristic of the population (Dillman 1978, 1983, Mullen et al 1987). Response rates greater than
80%have frequently been reported (cf Crosbyet al 1989, Dillman 1978).
myknowledge, no study that has utilized a 12-page or smaller booklet and
followed the TDM
in complete detail, from questionnaire through the full set
of implementation procedures, has obtained less than a 50%response rate.
The TDMhas also produced comparable response rates in Europe (Nederhof
1983a, b, 1985, DeLeeuw& Hox 1988), Japan (Jussaume & Yamada1990),
and Australia (Graetz 1985).
Anotherstrength of the TDM
is that it is theoretically driven, removing
emphasisfrom individual techniques and stressing howelements fit together.
The emphasisis placed not on a particular technique (e.g. personalization or
follow-ups), but on howthese procedures can be linked to influence questionnaire recipients positively. This theoretical guidancefocuses the design upon
projecting a consistent positive image of the respondent. Althoughthe TDM
incorporates manyfeatures found important in past research, it treats someof
them differently.
For example, Heberlein & Baumgartner’s work (1978)
revealed that lack of salience of the questionnaire topic was a constraint to
high response. The TDM
approach treats salience as a manipulatable variable
and incorporates a numberof efforts to increase salience of topics (e.g.
questionnaire cover, question order, and addition of interest-getting question).
The TDM
also exhibits a numberof significant shortcomings.First, there is
a lack of empirical evidencethat all, or evenmost, of the dozensof prescribed
details makea difference. Somedetails are particularly open to question: the
size of stationery, size of the booklet, and methodof folding questionnaires.
Workby Jansen (1985) has questioned the usefulness of photo reduction and
shownthat a larger size can produce a higher response rate. Limited evidence
exists that the degree of overall adherenceto the TDM
significantly influences
responses; the evidence is provided by a study in whichresearch investigators
located in 13 different states each administered the identical questionnaire
(which closely followed TDM
procedures) to similarly drawnsamples of the
general public in their respective states. An "Adherenceto TDM"
index was
calculated which scored each state on how manyof the 22 implementation
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details of the TDM
were utilized. State scores on this index ranged from 6.5
to 21.5. Responserates ranged from a low of 38 percent (of the questionnaires sent in the original mailing)for the state with the lowest score, to 65.1
percent in the state with the highest score. A Spearmanrank-difference correlation of .81 confirmed that adherence to details of the TDM
implementation process correlated closely with the final response rates (Dillman et al
1984).
Evidence also exists that certain specific features of the TDMmakea
significant difference as part of this comprehensivemail survey system. These
features include follow-ups(Dillmanet al 1984), the certified third follow-up
(House et al 1977, Dillman & Moore1983, Nederhof 1985a, b, and DeLeeuw
& Hox1988), follow-ups that inform people their questionnaire has not yet
been received versus those that provide a deadline date (Nevin&Ford 1976),
and personalization (Dillman &Frey 1974).
The effect of graphic cover design has also been tested. Grembowski
(1985) found that response rates were higher for a cover that had more
salience to the questionnaire recipients. A graphical representation emphasizing fluoridation as a meansof protecting children’s dental health performed
better than a cover emphasizing reduction of dental costs in a survey of
parents, all of whomwhohad dental insurance plans as part of their employee
benefits, and for whomcost was probably not a major issue of direct concern.
Nederhof(1988) conducteda study in which identical covers were developed,
except that one questionnaire cover was madeto stand out morethan the other
by filling open spaces with black. This "high contrast" cover was intended to
be more memorableand thus easier for the questionnaire recipient to recall
and retrieve it. His hypothesis provedcorrect in a survey of Dutch biotechnologists, with 75.6%of the recipients returning the black-dominatedquestionnaire versus 60%whoreturned the low contrast (or white) version. More
importantly, the entire difference wasattributable to returns receivedfrom the
second wave, i.e., the postcard reminder whenno replacement questionnaire
was enclosed. Nearly identical returns were received from the first and third
mailings (a fourth one was not used), suggesting that the effect was due
entirely to the "greater retrievability" at the timeof the postcardfollow-upthat
encouragedthe recipient to find and return the questionnaire.
Other research has demonstratedthat nearly comparableresponse rates can
be obtained by substituting a telephone follow-up for the final certified
mailing, when a telephone number is available (Dillman & Moore 1983,
Dillmanet al 1984). This finding is particularly important becauseof societal
trends towardgreater workforce participation for all adults in a householdand
towardthe existence of moresingle person households. Whena certified letter
is delivered and no one is at hometo sign for it, then a note is left asking the
respondentto cometo the post office to pick it up. This procedureallows an
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opportunity to identify ineligible respondents whohad simply ignored other
mailings, thus improvingthe researcher’s ability to calculate response rates
accurately.
In addition, four experiments (Dillman 1978, Dillman &Moore1983) have
consistently shownthat a modest increase in response, from 2-4%, can be
obtained by using stamped return envelopes instead of business reply envelopes. Except for these changes--in the substitution of a final telephone
reminderfor the certified mailing, the use of stampedreturn envelopes, and
use of modernwordprocessing equipmentto print questionnaires and provide
better graphical design on them--the TDMremains mostly unchanged. We
still knowrelatively little about the importance of manyof the originally
prescribed details. It does appear that the advent of desk-top publishing has
led manyusers of TDM
procedures, including the author, to switch to slightly
larger questionnairesizes (folded legal size paper), moreuse of color, and less
attention to folding and inserting the questionnaires in the prescribed manner.
A particularly glaring shortcomingof the TDM
is that it ignores the use of
financial incentives, whoseimportance in improvingresponse rates according
to past research appears secondonly to the use of follow-ups. Relatively few
studies have used a full TDM
procedure and experimented with various types
of financial incentives. Anexception is a recently completedstudy by Roberts
& Hite (1990) which showed that respondents to a TDMhousehold survey
whoreceived a $1.00 check were significantly morelikely to respond, 72%to
65%. A study by James & Bolstein (1990) has also demonstrated positive
effects for both $1.00 and $2.00 incentives on TDM
surveys. Finally, a recent
study by Johnson & McLaughlin (1990), using a 32-page questionnaire,
obtained an 82.6%response rate with a $5.00 cash prepaymentversus nearly
identical questionnaire but lower response rates for a $10.00 check after
completion (72.3%) and for no financial incentive (71.3%). However,
$10.00 post paymentresulted in a significantly lower item nonresponse,5.3 %
versus 9%for other respondents. The use of material incentives in TDM
surveys has been attempted but generally they have not had any discernable
effect on response rates (Nederhof 1983b, Mullen et al 1987).
A third limitation of the TDM
may be the reliance on social exchange
theory. This theory was developed to explain the nature of face-to-face
interaction and the social structures that evolvedfrom those interactions (Blau
1964 and Homans1961). Mail survey respondents and researchers do not, as
a general rule, come into contact with one another. Although the communications efforts (as manyas four of whichoriginate from the researcher)
can reasonably be viewedas attempts at interaction, this application of social
exchange theory goes somewhatbeyond its traditional development. Other
theoretical perspectives might provide the basis for development of comprehensive mail survey systems (e.g. dissonance theory) (Hackler & Bour-
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gette 1973), self-perception theory (Hansen 1980), attitude-behavior
altruism theoretical frameworks (Heberlein & Baumgartner 1978), and
broad social-values perspective that places emphasis on respondent’s concerns of privacy (Goyder&Leiper 1985). However,none of these theoretical
orientations has, as yet, beenutilized individually or in con~certwith others to
develop a comprehensive survey system aimed at minimizing nonresponse
error.
A fourth limitation of the TDMis that the same set of procedures is
recommended
for all populations, thus giving it a one-size-fits-all nature. This
puts the social exchangeapproach that underlies the TDM
somewhatat odds
with the TDM
procedures derived from it. It is reasonable to expect that
different people value somewhatdifferent returns for their actions to somewhat different degrees, and that these differences wouldbe reflected in the
perceived balance amongrewards and costs associated with completing a
questionnaire. For example, the reduced size of print and questionnaire
advocated in the TDM
mayproduce a positive response amongyoung people,
whereasenlarged print and size of questionnaire might do the samefor older
people. Thus, customization of detailed proceduresto particular populations
might be expected to maximizeresponse for different survey populations.
This possibility is demonstrated by Teske et al (1983), whohas used
modified version of the TDM
for numerouscrime, victimization, and abuse
surveys in Texas. Their procedures involved a TDM-likebooklet questionnaire and five contacts, including a prenotice, first mailing of a questionnaire,
a postcard reminder, secondmailing of a questionnaire, and a final reminder
postcard. Personalized letters and stampedreturn envelopes were also used.
Eleven statewide general public surveys that utilized these procedures
obtained response rates of 61-77%.
Closely related to this one-method-fits-all limitation of the TDM
is the lack
of recognition of howdifferent survey situations mayrequire quite different
survey procedures. For example,one of the biggest uses of mail surveys in the
United States is requests to complete television viewing diaries in order to
estimate audiencesin each of the nation’s television markets. Typically these
surveys ask large numbersof respondentsto fill out their diaries for a specific
week;an emphasisis placed on not doingit by recall after that weekis over. A
standard TDMapproach with contacts spread out over seven weeks simply
would not work or be useful. A procedure commonlyused by television
research companies to complete such surveys involves two or more precontacts, two more contacts by mail and/or telephone during the diary weekto
remind people of the need to complete the questionnaire as they watch
television, and another notice to return the questionnaire at the end of the
diary week.
Another situation which a standard TDMprocedure does not fit is that
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whenquestionnaires can only be hand-delivered to respondents(e.g. airports,
shopping centers, and museumswhere the questionnaire is handedto visitors
whoare asked to return it at a later time, or even the drop-off of questionnaires to an area of a probability sample of households). Machlis &Dillman
(1990) have developeda modified TDM
procedure for use in such situations.
They combinesocial exchange and foot-in-the-door principles to develop a
sequenceof requests that involves first asking respondentsto pull to the side
of the road, second, asking if they would be willing to answer three short
questions and completea mail-backquestionnaire after their visit to the park,
and third, asking for a mailing address so that a "thank-you"can be sent to
them. The resultant procedure produced response rates of 84-88%from four
national parks versus 3142%in three parks where the original procedure was
simply handing out questionnaires to randomsamples of visitors as they paid
the park entrance fee.
Conclusions
and Needed Research
In a regression analysis of the response rate determinants of 500 different
surveys, Goyderfound that on average the response rate for mail surveys was
only 7.5% lower than for face-to-face interview surveys included in the
sample (1985). Heberlein & Baumgartner,in the previously discussed quantitative assessment of mail survey responses, found that the surveys they
examined had obtained response rates of over 60%, and one fourth had
response rates higher than 80%. DeLeeuw(1990) in a meta analysis
methodcomparison studies found that mail survey obtained response rates
only eight percentage points lower than face-to-face interviews. Juxtaposition
of these findings with those from TDM
studies leads meto conclude that there
is no longer any reason to accept low response rates to mail surveys. Procedures are available to assure response rates of at least 50%and higher than
that for most populations. Lowerresponse rates can no longer be excused on
the grounds of the inadequacy of the available mail survey procedures.
Further, the consistency amongmajor findings from past assessment
efforts, as shownin Table 1, suggests substantial agreement on whichtechniques influence response. Improvementsin our knowledgeof howto reduce
response error in surveys will not be advancedmuchfurther by the type of
article that has dominated and continues to dominate mail research, i.e.
experiments on one or two techniques applied to base procedures that obtain
low response rates. It can be assumedthat there is a theoretical maximum
response asymptote, which we cannot hope to exceed except through the use
of culturally unacceptable inducements. Althoughfor somepopulations this
response asymptote may be 100%, for others it may be only 80-85%.
Application of current knowledgecan be expected to take response to within
10-20 percentage points of this theoretical maximum.
The kind of technique-
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oriented response rate experimentsneeded in the future are ones that use a
comprehensivesystemas a base procedure and then are designed so that small
incremental effects, e.g. two or three percentagepoints, can be identified as
the asymptote is approached.
A second research need is to shift from a focus on techniques like those
described in Table 1 to an emphasis on how parts of the survey process
complementone another. There is a need for an entirely new set of concepts
to capture these survey dynamics. For example, observation of people who
makerepeated requests of another person to do something, with which that
person has not yet complied, suggests that the requester tends to pose the
question in different ways each time the request is made, presumably in
search of an appeal that works. This observation suggests that "variety of
contact" might be tested as a way of improving response rates. A survey
procedure could be designed which uses different although compatible sizes
and/or color of stationery, quite different letter content, sent by different types
of mail in each contact. The questionnaire might even be redesigned to make
it shorter for a final mailing. Another concept worthy of testing is the
"escalation and de-escalation of intensity" associated with a sequence of
contacts, One might use a first contact that is very "soft", for example,
mentioningthat a survey will be comingand that the sender wouldappreciate
the respondent taking a look at it, and then increasing the intensity of the
request culminating in a special delivery or express mailing that includes a
substantial financial incentive in it. Alternatively, one mightinitiate a survey
process with a handwritten, very personalized mailing that includes a financial incentive and provides a deadline date, sent by express mail, but then
followed up with softer, more voluntary types of messages. Thus, one might
test the hypothesis of whethera declining or escalating intensity or an even
balance amongall contacts is most effective. The importanceof the "variety"
and "escalation" hypotheses here is less that these particular concepts themselves maybear fruit than to illustrate howwe might movebeyonda focus on
techniques to testing processes of an entire contact procedure for reducing
nonresponseerror.
Finally, as we approachthe asymptoteof the highest reasonably obtainable
response, there is a great need to test for reactive effects that result in less
accurate data due to pressing too intensely, for higher response rates. The
dilemma has been demonstrated in Swedenby Christoffersen (1987), who
found an educational bias in mail questionnaires, even when very high
response rates were obtained; based upon other work, however, he concludes
that intensive persuasion greatly compoundsthe error of responses. A contrasting perspective is provided by DeLeeuw& Hox, who found in a TDM
experimentthat the use of personalization without a certified letter resulted in
more socially desirable answers than whenthe certified final follow-up was
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used (1988). This issue underscores the very close linkage between nonresponse error and measurementerror, the issue to which we nowturn.
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REDUCING

MEASUREMENT

ERROR

Traditionally, concerns over measurementerror in mail surveys have focused
on item nonresponse, failure to obtain adequate answers to open-ended
questions, the effect of low educational levels, the lack of success with
complexskip patterns, and the ability of the researcher to control the sequence
in which questions were asked. These problem areas tended to be balanced
against two apparent advantages, i.e. that the absence of an interviewer
lessens the likelihood both of socially desirable responses and of interviewer
subversion (Dillman 1978).
During the 1980s, however, renewed attention has been focused on
measurementerror in mail surveys for two reasons. First, newresearch had
persuasively demonstrated measurement error concerns in telephone and
face-to-face interviews that are somewhatworse than manyresearchers had
expected (Schuman& Presser 1981). Second, increasing numbers of mixed
modesurveys apparently are being done to reduce costs and to deal with
increasing error problemsin face-to-face and telephone surveys, e.g. falling
response rates (Dillman & Tarnai 1988, Goodfellowet al 1988, Brambilla
McKinlay1987). Thus, the important questions about measurementerror are
not only how accurate are data obtained by mail surveys, but whether the
answers are the same as those obtained for telephone and face-to-face interviews. The latter issue is especially important becausemanyquestions have
no absolute standard of accuracy, e.g. attitude questions that utilize vague
quantifier answerchoices such as "strongly agree" or "somewhatagree." Mail
survey research in these issues has been expandingbut manyquestions remain
unanswered.
Do Mode Differences

Exist?

It is reasonable to expect that certain differences mayoccur whenquestions
are answered in mail versus interview surveys. Mail survey respondents
dependupona visual presentation of information for whichreading skills are
necessary. In contrast, telephone respondents depend entirely upon aural
skills for hearing the questions and upon memoryand verbal skills for
responding.All of these skills can be utilized in face-to-face interviews, but in
general very little reading is likely to be required. Thephysical presence of
the interviewer in the face-to-face situation, and the necessity of interacting
with an interviewer for telephoneinterviews, also provide a basis for expecting that respondents might provide different responses.
Thus, it is encouragingthat relatively few differences have been reported
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for personal attributes of respondents or their householdsthat could not be
attributed to nonmeasurement
error differences such as differential response
rates or noncoverage issues. The data also appear mostly equivalent for
easy-to-recall behavioral characteristics.
In one of the first major self-administered (mail retrieval was not used)
versus telephone comparisons,Bishopet al (1988) found that the order effects
previously identified by Schuman&Presser (1981) were less likely to occur
in mail surveys. Ayidiya & McClendon(1990) also tested several effects
reported in the Schuman& Presser (1981) study. Their work generally
supports that of Bishopet al (1988) in suggestingthat responseeffects in mail
surveys are somewhatless than in telephone surveys. Theyfound that for the
most part recency effects (choosing the last response category) were reduced,
but that primacyeffects (choosing the first offered category) persisted. They
found no evidence that question form effects producedby nonopinionfilters,
such as offering a middlealternative on agree or disagree questions, wouldbe
eliminated in a mail survey. A limitation of the Ayidiya &McClendon
study
is that they report results only for a mail survey and, therefore, can only
comparetheir mail survey results with the original interview responses from
the Schuman& Presser study.
Another type of difference frequently observed in mode research comparisons is a tendency for telephone and face-to-face respondents to select
more extreme answers than do mail respondents when vaguely quantified
scaler categories are used. Mail respondents, on the other hand, tend to
distribute themselvesacross the full scale. Suchan effect wasfirst reported by
Hochstim(1967), whofound that the percentage of respondents saying their
health was excellent (compared to good, fair, or poor) was 30%by mail
versus 44%by telephone and 47%in the face-to-face interview. Mail respondents were also morelikely to report having discussed medical problemswith
their husbands, an issue which, Hochstimreasoned, respondents might have
been embarrassed to admit to the female interviewer.
In a survey of drinking behavior, Mangione et al (1982) reported
difference between mail and face-to-face or telephone surveys on 12 demographicitems, but found self-administered respondents more likely to use
middle categories as opposed to extreme ones on questions that involved
elements of socially desirability. Similarly, Dillman&Tarnai (in press) found
that telephone respondents were morelikely than mail respondents to say that
they "never" (as opposedto frequently, sometimes, or occasionally) drove
car after they had been drinking alcoholic beverages.
A dental health study by Zapkaet al (1988) showedthat telephone respondents reported brushing more frequently than did mail respondents. In a
survey of former hospital patients, Walker & Restuccia (1984) found that
telephone respondents reported greater satisfaction with their recent stay. A
needs assessment of university psychological services revealed that 49 of 50
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items were rated higher by telephone respondents (Talley et al 1983). In
comparisonof mail, telephone, and face-to-face procedures, on a wide range
of scales, DeLeeuw
(1990) found small differences in psychometricreliability, with the mail methodbeing most reliable and the telephone being least
reliable.
In a three-way comparison of methods, Dillman & Mason reported no
significant differences on demographicitems (1984). However,in a series
nine items that required respondents to assess specific communityissues as
"not a problem," "a small problem," "a mediumproblem," or "a serious
problem"in their community,telephone respondents and face-to-face respondents were more likely to choose the extreme response choice (not a problem)
for all nine items. A similar tendency was observed on a second set of nine
items-in-a-series measuringneighborhoodquality on.a seven-point numerical
scale, and on five individual items using various scaler responses (Dillman
Mason 1984). In a later study, the nine community problem items and
neighborhood quality items were adapted to student living situations and
readministered to samples of students by telephone, as well as by in-class
self-administered questionnaires, with similar results. Whereasa field survey
had resulted in a difference of 6.7 to 19.3 percentagepoints in use of the "not
a problem" category between the mail and telephone, the student survey
producedeven greater differences of 12.6 to 38.1 percentage points (Tamai
Dillmanin press).
In sum, there is substantial evidence that somedifferences exist between
responses to certain questions asked in mail and telephone interview surveys.
However,most of these studies have been empirically focused and have made
only very limited attempts to provide theoretical explanations for the differences.

Potential Explanations for ModeDifferences
At least three possibilities have beenposed as explanations for the telephone
extremenesseffect noted above. Perhaps the most frequently offered explanation is that respondents to self-administered questionnaires do not have to
interact with an interviewer and are therefore less inclined to offer socially
desirable answers. This explanation seemslikely to account, at least in part,
for the differences reported by Hochstim(1967), Mangioneet al (1982),
Tarnai & Dillman (in press), Zapka et al (1988) and Walker & Restuccia
(1984). Eachof these surveys dealt with items for whicha clear direction
social desirability could be identified. However,the nature of these studies
was such that other effects could not be ruled out.
A secondpossible explanation is based uponthe fact that telephone respondents must hear and respond to one question at a time, and mail respondents
are able to look at full pagesof questions. Thus, mail respondentsare able to
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consider answers to questions that both precede and follow particular items
when deciding upon an answer. This "context effect" has been hypothesized
to account for the extremenesseffect in the series of community
and neighborhood needs assessment items. In an experiment that varied the ability of
respondentsto see the context of each question as it was being asked of them
over the telephone, Dillman &Tarnai have shownthat context accounted for
some, but by no meansall, of the extremeness effect (in press).
A third explanation concerns differences in pace and control of the answering process in telephone versus self-administered surveys (Hippler & Schwarz
1987), (Schwartz et al (in press). Telephoneinterviewers read each question
at a pace set by them, and there is considerable pressure on respondents to
listen intently and respond whenasked. This pressure maylead to a top-ofthe-head tendency, wherebythe respondents base their judgmenton the first
piece of information that comesto mind. This perspective mayexplain why
self-administered questionnaires were found by Bishop et al (1988) and
Ayidiya &McClendon
(1990) to be somewhatless subject to order effects.
mayalso explain the extremeness effect under the assumption that the end
categories are morelikely to be rememberedthan are the intermediate categories.
Muchremains to be learned about responses to self-administered and
interview surveys, but the above research suggests that progress is being
made. A theory of response-order effects appears to be emerging from
research done in interview surveys. It is based on a theoretical perspective
reported by Krosnick &Alwin (1987). They argued that when long lists
items were presented to respondents in visual form, the respondents were
morelikely to chooseresponses that appearedearly in the list; in oral form
later items were more likely to be chosen. Israel and Taylor (in press)
demonstratethis tendencyfor choosingthe first item in a mail experiment, but
no telephone comparison was made. Hippler, Schwarz, Noelle-Neumann,
and their colleauges have extended this workin a series of papers, showing,
for example,that the theory applies as well to dichotomousquestions (Hippler
et al 1989). They also showthat the need to computea judgmenton the spot is
a crucial prerequisite (Schwarz et al 1989). However,this theory cannot
account for the extremenesseffect described by Tarnai &Dillman(in press),
whichresulted in telephone respondents frequently picking the first offered
category more often than did mail respondents. These differences maystem
from the fact that Krosnick & Alwin (1987) examined the choosing
answers from a list of nominal alternatives whereas Tamai &Dillman (in
press) used ordinal response choices. This response task required the respondent to determine where his or her answer fit on an implied scale.
Finally, in face-to-face surveys the ability of respondents accurately to
recall visits to doctors can be improvedby the use of recall techniquessuch as
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reconstructing details of the visit and the use of benchmark
dates importantin
people’s lives (Meanset al 1989 and Jobe &Mingay1989). Recently, these
techniques were applied to mail survey respondentsby asking about the extent
to whichthey woreseatbelts on their three most recent trips in a car. Theuse
of a four-question sequence to reconstruct details of each trip resulted in
increases of 13-16%of the mail and 11-14%of the telephone respondents
whoreported wearing their seatbelts all of the time (Dillman &Tarnai,
forthcoming). In the past, one of the perceived advantages of mail surveys
was that people had time to carefully think through questions before answering them. Thesedata raise the possibility that this image of mail questionnaires is more a myththan reality, and that cognitively designed series of
questions maybe just as important for use in mail surveys as in interview
surveys.
Future Research Needs
The last few years have witnessed a very promisingstart in raising critical
questions about measurementerror in mail surveys. Potential explanations of
someof these effects have been offered but muchremains to be done in order
to developa theory of responseeffects. It is critical that this workproceedand
that it be done in concert with workon telephone and face-to-face interview
surveys if the benefits of this research are to be realized for the development
of mixed modesurvey applications.
REDUCING

NONCOVERAGE

ERROR

Whencomplete, up-to-date lists of populations are available, as is frequently
the case because of the increased prevalence of computers for compiling and
storing lists, the noncoverageerror is not usually a problem. Studies of
students, professional association members,employers, health insurance recipients, and manyother groups are frequent examples. Yet, the problem of
noncoverageerror is perhaps the single greatest barrier to the expandeduse of
mail surveys, primarily because of the problemit presents for doing household surveys of the general public. There are no up-to-date listings that
provide complete coverage of households in the United States to the degree
that can be accomplished by area probability samplings for face-to-face
interviews and randomdigit dialing for telephone surveys. Telephonedirectories present the most readily available source of namesand addresses, but are
usually out-of-date. In some regions of the country half or more of the
households are unlisted, and this trend continues upward(Survey Sampling
1990). Other lists, such as city directories and drivers license lists, are
frequently unavailable and suffer from other problems of noncoverage.
The solution to the noncoverageproblem involves learning howto develop
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efficient samplingand other procedures for droppingoff and retrieving questionnaires from households and perhaps developing response inducement
procedures that can rely on householdlistings without names. As interest in
conducting mixed mode surveys develops, it seems likely that such procedures may be developed because of the tremendous cost advantage to
delivering questionnaires to people’s householdsversus having interviewers
return manytimes, in order to obtain acceptable response rates. This issue
represents a very high priority for future research.
THE FUTURE

OF MAIL

SURVEYS

Welive in an information age. Information is increasingly important to
decisionmakingin all units of USsociety and is generally being substituted
for other resources in the production of goods and services (Dillman 1989).
The ability of sample surveys to find out information about populations by
surveying only limited samplessuggests that the use of all types of surveys,
and especially mail, will increase. For example, low cost desktop publishing
techniques create the capability for conducting quality mail surveys in even
small businesses, agencies, and institutions. Anotherfactor suggesting the
increased use of mail surveys is the increased cost and nonresponseproblems
associated with telephone and face-to-face interviews, which have movedus
toward mixed mode surveys.
During the last three decades, tremendous progress has been made in
improving response rates to mail surveys. Measurementerror issues have
been identified, and muchresearch is nowbeing directed toward the resolution of these issues. In contrast, the lack of research on noncoverageissues
represents a major barrier to advancement in the uses of mail surveys,
especially for the difficult-to-survey general public.
In the past, research on improvingmail surveys has mostly been conducted
outside the major research centers of the United States, whereattention has
been focused in large part on face-to-face and telephone methods. The advent
of interest in mixedmodesurveys, in an effort to find the mostcost-effective
mix of survey procedures for conducting important societal surveys, suggests
that the attention of these research centers mayincreasingly be focused on
mail surveys in this context. Shouldsuch interest develop, the benefits for the
advancementof mail survey research will be considerable.
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